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The aim of this paper is to define functions of several commuting and non-com-
muting self-adjoint pseudo-differential operators of non-positive order, by means of
the H. Weyl formula
f (A1 , ..., Ar)=
1(2?)r2
(2?)r2 |Rr e
i(t1 A1+ } } } +trAr)f (t) dt
Given 1<p<, the pseudo-differential operators under consideration belong to
the Ho rmander class Lm\, $ , m&n(1&\) |(1p)&(12)|, 0<\1, 0$<1, $\
and act on functions defined on the euclidean space Rn.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to define functions of several commuting and
non-commuting self-adjoint pseudo-differential operators of non-positive
order, by means of the H. Weyl formula (cf. [16], [11], [14], [6]) given
by the Bochner integral
f (A1 , ..., Ar)=
1
(2?)r2 |Rr e
i(t1A1+ } } } +trAr) f (t) dt (1.1)
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A remarkable feature of the Weyl formula is the fact that once f (A) is
properly defined for a single operator, (1.1) can be easily handled without
assuming that the operators commute. This is not true for the calculi
defined in terms of the spectral theorem or the Cauchy integral formula.
However, if the operators A1 , ..., Ar commute, (1.1) coincides with the
operator defined by the spectral theorem, (cf. [14]).
The Weyl formula was used in [1], [2], and [3] to define functions of
self-adjoint operators in the class L0\, $ , 0$<\1. To consider the
action of functions with a finite number of continuous derivates, the
operators were defined up to a regularizing term and they were proved to
form a Banach algebra. It was also assumed that the symbol of the prin-
cipal part of the operator could be written as a finite sum of symbols, with
the j th term of order &j(\&$). The L2 euclidean theory was obtained
in [1], while [2] dealt with the case of a compact manifold M without
boundary. In [3] the additional condition \=1 was imposed, to con-
sidered a non-indefinitely differentiable calculus of operators bounded on
Lp(M), 1<p<. A key point in working with the formula (1.1) is to
obtain a ‘‘good’’ estimate in terms of the real parameter t for an
appropriate norm of the exponential, when r=1. A good estimate is expec-
ted to be a polynomial one, because that is indeed the case when the
operator is translation invariant. If one has a good estimate for the
exponential, the formula (1.1) can be interpreted, in the sense of vector
valued distributions, as the Fourier transform (eitA)7 of the temperate vec-
tor valued distribution defined by the function eitA. Then, the PaleyWiener
theorem shows that (1.1) is a distribution with compact support, and as
such, it can be extended to act on functions f with a finite number of con-
tinuous derivatives defined on a neighborhood of the support, which is
included in a neighborhood of the spectrum of A. The action of the dis-
tribution (eitA)7 on f can be rightly denoted f (A), since it coincides with
P(A) when P is a polynomial. For more on the general properties of the
formula (1.1), and how it compares with other functional calculus, we refer
to [14] and [6].
In [1] and [2] the polynomial estimate for the exponential in terms of
t # R was proved using a roundabout argument, by introducing a suitable
version of the characteristic operators defined by A. P. Caldero n in [9]. In
[3], the same machinery was used, plus a ‘‘self-improving’’ argument,
where the Sobolev immersion theorem played a crucial role. In this
bootstrap argument the main point was again to prove a polynomial
estimate for the norm of the exponential as a bounded operator from
Lp(M) into itself. This proof did not apply to the euclidean case, so it
remained unknown whether a polynomial estimate is true when the
operators are continuous on Lp(Rn).
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In [5] we used the Cauchy integral formula to show that given
1<p< and given a pseudo-differential operator L in the Ho rmander
class Lm\, $ , m&n(1&\) |(1p)&
1
2 |, 0<\1, 0$<1, $\, the
exponential eiL is a pseudo-differential operator in L01, 0+L
m
\, $ . However
the technique used only shows that the Lp norm of the exponential eitA
grows as an exponential function of the real parameter t when A is a self-
adjoint operator.
In this paper we show that a polynomial estimate still holds in the
euclidean case when the operator A is a self-adjoint pseudo-differential
operator in the Ho rmander class Lm\, $ . Indeed, it turns out that this poly-
nomial estimate in L(Lp, Lp) can be obtained as a consequence of a poly-
nomial estimate in L(Hl, H l), with Hl being the Sobolev space of order l
based on L2. There are two main ingredients in our proof, namely, the
results proved in [5], and the characterization of pseudo-differential
operators in terms of the action of certain commutators as stated by
R. Beals in [8] and extended by J. Ueberberg in [15]. These results allow
us to define f (A) when f is a C function in a neighborhood of the
spectrum of A as a self-adjoint operator bounded on L2. As in the L2 case,
we use a roundabout argument, this time provided by Lemma 3.3 below.
However, the use of the above mentioned characterization results by
R. Beals and J. Ueberberg, makes it necessary for us to consider in general
an indefinitely differentiable calculus.
For functional calculi on operators of positive order we refer to the work
of R. Strichartz (cf. [13]), and R. Seeley (cf. [12]).
The notation we use in this paper is the standard one in the subject. The
symbols C 0 , C
, D$, Lp, etc. indicate the usual spaces of distributions or
functions defined on Rn, with complex values. When the underlying space
is other than Rn, it will be so indicated. Moreover, & f &p will denote the Lp
norm of the function f, and &T&p, p will denote the operator norm of an
operator bounded on Lp. Given two topological vector spaces, X and
Y, we will denote with L(X, Y) the space of linear and continuous
operators from X to Y. When appropriate, the operator norm of an
operator T in L(X, Y) will be indicated &T&L(X, Y) . The letters C, M, N, etc.
will denote absolute constants, probably different at different occurrences.
Whenever necessary, we will indicate in parenthesis any parameters on
which these constants might depend. Other notations will be introduced at
the appropriate time.
The rest of the paper is divided in three sections, as follows: Section 2
gives preliminary definitions and results. Section 3 gives polynomial
estimates for the exponential operator. Section 4 gives the functional
calculus.
All the relevant definitions are included in each section. The paper ends
with a list of references.
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2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
We will first precise the definition of the operators under consideration.
Definition 2.1. Following [10], we will denote by S m\, $ , m # R, 0\,
$1, the class of C(Rn_Rn) functions p(x, !) such that
|D:x D
;
! p(x, !)|C:, ; (1+|!| )
m&\ |;|+$ |:|
for each n-tuples :, ; # Zn+ .
The space S m\, $ becomes a Fre chet space with the family of seminorms
&p&l= inf
|:| , |;|l
C:, ;
Definition 2.2. Given p # S m\, $ , we define the pseudo-differential
operator L in the Ho rmander class Lm\, $ (cf. [10]), as
L( f )(x)=| eix .!p(x, !) f (!) d!
for f # C0(Rn). The operator L is uniquely defined by p, which is called for
that reason the symbol of the operator L. Sometimes we will denote L as
Op(p) or p(x, D), and we will refer to the functions in S m\, $ as symbols. The
space Lm\, $ becomes a Fre chet space with the structure induced by S
m
\, $ .
Proposition 2.3 (cf. [10], [4]). Given 1<p<, the operators in the
class L0\, $ , are bounded on L
p, provided that m&n(1&\) |(1p)& 12 |,
0<\1, 0$<1, $\.
Moreover, pseudo-differential operators in the class L0\, $ , 0<\1,
0$<1, $\ are bounded on L2.
Furthermore
&L&p, pC sup
x, ! # Rn
|:|, |;|N
[(1+|!| )m&\ |;|+$ |:| |D:x D
;
! p(x, !)|] (2.1)
where the positive constants C and N do not depend on the symbol p.
The next result is a particular case of Theorem 3.2 in [5].
Proposition 2.4. Given 1<p<, let L # Lm\, $ , m&n(1&\) |(1p)&
1
2 | ,
0<\1, 0$<1, $\. Then, the exponential eiL is a pseudo-differential
operator in the class L01, 0+L
m
\, $ .
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As mentioned in the introduction, the proof of this proposition uses the
Cauchy integral formula to express the exponential operator in terms of the
resolvent of L. Using the power expansion for the resolvent, the same
holomorphic functional calculus shows that if _m is a principal symbol for
the operator L, then ei_m is a principal symbol for the exponential as
an operator in L01, 0+L
m
\, $ . As a consequence, e
iL&Op(ei_m) # Lm&\+$\, $ .
Moreover, given a self-adjoint operator A in Lm\, $ , a straightforward
estimate of the Lp norm of the exponential eitA as a function of the real
parameter t, will only produce an exponential dependence on t.
Now, let Pj be the commutator with the derivative xj and let Qj be the
commutator with the operator of multiplication by xj . Given :, ; # Zn+, let
P:, Q; be compositions of these operators as indicated by the components
of the n-tuples : and ;. The next result by J. Ueberberg (cf. [15]), extends
a famous characterization of pseudo-differential operators due to R. Beals
(cf. [8]). With H lp we denote the Sobolev space of order l based on L
p.
Proposition 2.5. Let L: S  S$ be a linear and continuous operator.
Suppose that for some m # R, 0<\1, 0$<1, $\, 1<p<, we have
P:Q;(L) # L(H l+m&\ |;|+$ |:|p , H
l
p) (2.2)
for all l # R, and all n-tuples :, ; # Zn+. Then, L # L
m
\, $ . Moreover
if p(x, !) denotes the symbol of L, given k # Z+ there exist l0=l0(k) # Z+ ,
M=M(k) # Z+, and a positive constant C=C(k), not depending on the
symbol p, such that
sup
|:|+|;|k
x, ! # Rn
|D:x D
;
! p(x, !)|C sup
|l |l0
|:$|+|;$|M
&P:$Q;$(L)&L(H pl+m&\ |;$|+$ |:$| , H lp) .
(2.3)
If p=2 or \=1, then condition (2.2) characterizes the space Lm\, $ .
3. POLYNOMIAL ESTIMATES FOR THE
EXPONENTIAL OPERATOR
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a pseudo-differential operator in Lm\, $ ,
m&n(1&\) |(1p)& 12 , 0<\1, 0$<1, $\. Assume that A is self-
adjoint as a bounded operator on L2. Then, there exist positive constants C
and M such that
&eitA&p, pC(1+|t| )M (3.1)
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for every t # Rn. Thus, if f is a rapidly decreasing function, the formula
1
- 2? |R e
itAf (t) dt
defines a bounded operator on Lp.
Proof. Let e(t, x, !) be the symbol of the operator eitA. It suffices to
show that given :, ; # Zn+, there exist positive constants C=C(:, ;),
M=M(:, ;) such that
|D:x D
;
! e(t, x, !)|C(1+|t| )
M (1+|!| ) &\ |;|+$ |:| (3.2)
for every t # R.
In fact, let us first observe that we can write
eitA=I+itA |
1
0
eitsA ds. (3.3)
Thus, if we assume (3.2), then the symbol of the operator eitsA satisfies the
same estimate, uniformly on 0s1. Then, according to (3.3), the symbol
e(t, x, !)&1 will satisfy the estimate
|D:x D
;
! (e(t, x, !)&1)|C(1+|t| )
M (1+|!| )m&\ |;|+$ |:| ,
with constants C and M not depending on t # R. This implies, in view of
(2.1), that
&eitA&I&p, pC(1+|t| )M,
from which (3.1) follows. So, the proof of the Proposition 3.1 will be
complete as soon as we prove estimate (3.2).
To prove (3.2), we will need two auxiliary lemmas.
Remark 3.2. Since the operator A in Proposition 3.1 is self-adjoint, it
follows from the functional calculus of pseudo-differential operators (cf.
[10], [7]), that we can write its symbol as am(x, !)+r(x, !), where am is
a real function in S m\, $ , and r # S
m&\+$
\, $ .
We are now ready to state the first lemma.
Lemma 3.3. With the above notation, for each k=0, 1, 2, ..., there exists
a function bk=bk (t, x, !) such that
(i) bk # C (R, S k(m&\+$)\, $ );
(ii) b0(t, x, !)#1, and bk(0, x, !)=0 for k=1, 2, ... ;
(iii) eitA&Op[eitam(b0+ } } } +bk)] # C(R, L (k+1)(m&\+$)\, $ ).
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Proof. We will prove this result by induction. For k=0, we set b0#1.
Thus, clearly (i) and (ii) are satisfied, and the remark made following
Proposition 2.4 shows that (iii) also holds.
Let us now assume that the functions b0 , ..., bk have been determined
satisfying the above conditions and let us consider the operators
Ek=Op[eitam(1+b1+ } } } +bk)] (3.4)
Rk+1=t Ek&iAEk . (3.5)
Since we can write
t Ek&iAEk=t (Ek&eitA)+iA(eitA&Ek)
the inductive hypothesis implies that Rk+1 belongs to C(R, L (k+1)(m&\+$)\, $ ).
We will now obtain the function bk+1 as a solution of the equation
t Ek+1=iAEk+1 (mod C(R, L (k+2)(m&\+$)\, $ )).
We observe that Ek+1=Ek+Op(eitambk+1). Thus, we have
t Ek+1&iAEk+1=t Ek+t Op(eitambk+1)&iAEk&iAOp(eitambk+1)
=Rk+1+t Op(eitambk+1)&iAOp(eitambk+1)
=Rk+1+Op[eitam(iam bk+1+t bk+1)]
&iOp(am+r) Op(eitambk+1).
We now observe that given any function bk+1 in C(R, S (k+1)(m&\+$)\, $ ),
the expression
Op(am eitambk+1)&Op(am+r) Op(eitambk+1)
belongs to C(R, L (k+2)(m&\+$)\, $ ). Thus,
t Ek+1&iAEk+1=Rk+1+Op(eitamt bk+1)
(mod C(R, L (k+2)(m&\+$)\, $ )). (3.6)
Let
Rk+1=Op(rk+1)
for some rk+1=rk+1(t, x, !) # C(R, S (k+1)(m&\+$)\, $ ), and let us define
bk+1(t, x, !)=&|
t
0
e isamrk+1(s, x, !) ds. (3.7)
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Thus, the right-hand side of (3.6) becomes Rk+1&Op(rk+1)=0. It is clear
that the function bk+1 given by (3.7) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Let us
check that it also verifies condition (iii). Indeed, let
Uk+2=Uk+2(t)=eitA&Ek+1. (3.8)
According to (3.6) and (3.7), we have
t Uk+2(t)=iAeitA&t Ek+1=iAUk+2+R k+2
for some R k+2=R k+2(t) # C(R, L (k+2)(m&\+$)\, $ ).
Since Uk+2(0)=0, we can write
Uk+2(t)=|
t
0
ei(t&s)AR k+2(s) ds
Thus, we conclude that Uk+2 # C(R, L (k+2)(m&\+$)\, $ ).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
We will now obtain suitable estimates for the functions bk(t, x, !) and
rk+1(t, x, !) constructed in the lemma above.
Lemma 3.4. With the notation in Lemma 3.3, there exists a positive con-
stant N such that for each :, ; # Zn+, k=0, 1, ...., we have the following
estimates
|D:x D
;
! bk (t, x, !)|C(1+|t| )
N+2k+|:|+|;|
_(1+|!| )k(m&\+$)+$ |:|&\ |;| (3.9)
|D:x D
;
! rk+1(t, x, !)|C(1+|t| )
N+2k+1+|:|+|;|
_(1+|!| )(k+1)(m&\+$)+$ |:|&\ |;|, (3.10)
with C=C(:, ;) a positive constant not depending on t # R.
Proof. Let us first compute the symbol of the operator Rk+2. With the
notation introduced in Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we can write
Rk+2=t Ek+1&iAEk+1
=t [Ek+Op(eitambk+1)]&iAEk&iAOp(eitambk+1)
=Rk+1+Op[eitam(iam bk+1+t bk+1)]&iAOp(eitambk+1)
=Op(eitamiam bk+1)&iOp(am+r)Op(eitambk+1). (3.11)
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Now, using the functional calculus of pseudo-differential operators, we can
write (3.11) as
Op {&i(reitambk+1)& :
n
j=1
|
1
0
|
R2n
ei(x&z)(!&’)
a
! j
(x, !+s(’&!))
_
(eitambk+1)
zj
(t, z, ’) dz d’ ds= ,
where the integral on R2n should be interpreted as an oscillatory integral.
Thus, the function between brackets is the symbol of Rk+2 .
We are now ready to prove the estimates (3.9) and (3.10) by induction.
If k=&1, the symbol of Rk+2 reduces to
r1(t, x, !)=&i(reitam)
& :
n
j=1
|
1
0
|
R2n
ei(x&z)(!&’)
a
! j
(x, !+s(’&!))
_
eitam
zj
(t, z, ’) dz d’ ds. (3.12)
Let N be the number of derivatives needed to define the oscillatory integral
(3.12) as a convergent integral. We observe that N depends on the class to
which the symbol belongs, rather than on the symbol itself. Thus, given
:, ; # Zn+, there exists a positive constant C=C(:, ;) not depending on
t # R such that
|D:x D
;
r r1(t, x, !)|C(1+|t| )
N+1+|:|+ |;| (1+|!| )m&\+$+$ |:|&\ |;|.
Recalling from (3.7) that b1(t, x, !)=&t0 e
&isamr1(s, x, !) ds, we have
|D:x D
;
! b1(t, x, !)|C(1+|t| )
N+2+|:|+|;|(1+|!| )m&\+$+$ |:|&\ |;|,
where the positive constant C=C(:, ;) does not depend on t # R. We will
now assume that the estimates (3.9) and (3.10) hold true and we will prove
them with k+1 instead of k. Using the formula obtained above for the
symbol of Rk+2 with k+1 instead of k+2, we can write
rk+1(t, x, !)=&i(reitambk)& :
n
j=1
|
1
0
|
R2n
ei(x&z)(!&’)
(am+r)
! j
_(x, !+s(’&!))
(eitambk)
zj
(t, z, ’) dz d’ ds.
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Using (3.9), we get
|D:x D
;
! rk+1(t, x, !)|
C(1+|t| )N+2k+1+|:|+|;| (1+|!| )k(m&\+$)+$ |:|&\ |;|+m&\+$
=C(1+|t| )N+2k+1+|:|+|;| (1+|!| )(k+1)(m&\+$)+$ |:|&\ |;|.
Finally, if we use (3.7) again, we obtain the estimate
|D:x D
;
! bk+1(t, x, !)|
C(1+|t| )N+2k+2+|:|+|;| (1+|!| )(k+1)(m&\+$)+$ |:|&\ |;|.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.
We are now ready to prove the estimate (3.1) stated in Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.5. Given 1<p<, let A be a pseudo-differential
operator in Lm\, $ , m&n(1&\) |(1p)&
1
2 |, 0<\1, 0$<1, $\.
Assume that A is self-adjoint as a bounded operator on L2 and let a(t, x, !)
be the symbol of the operator eitA. Then, given :, ; # Zn+ , there exist positive
constants C=C(:, ;), M=M(:, ;), such that
|D:x D
;
! a(t, x, !)|C(1+|t| )
M(1+|!| ) &\ |;|+$ |:|
for every t # R.
Proof. Let us consider the operators Ek , Rk+1 , and Uk+1 , as given by
(3.4), (3.5), and (3.8), respectively. We can write
t Uk+1=iAeitA&t Ek=iA(eitA&Ek)+iAEk&t Ek
=iAUk+1&Rk+1 .
Since Uk+1(0)=0, we can write
Uk+1(t)=|
t
0
ei(t&s)ARk+1(s) ds. (3.13)
According to estimate (3.10), for each t # R the operator Rk+1(t) belongs
to L(H (k+1)(m&\+$), L2), where Hs denotes the Sobolev space of order s
based on L2. Moreover,
&Rk+1(t)&L(H(k+1)(m&\+$), L2)C(1+|t| )M, (3.14)
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where the positive constants C=C(k), M=M(k), do not depend on t # R.
Since eitA is a unitary operator on L2, we deduce from (3.14) that
&Uk+1(t)&L(H(k+1)(m&\+$), L2)C(1+|t| )M+1.
On the other hand, since for each t # R the operator Ek(t) belongs to L0\, $ ,
we have that Ek (t) maps continuously H j(m&\+$) into itself, for j=0, 1, ... .
Moreover, the estimate (3.9) implies that
&Ek (t)&L(H j(m&\+$), H j(m&\+$))C(1+|t| )M,
where the positive constants C=C( j, k), M=M( j, k) are independent of
t # R.
Hence, we can conclude that the operator eitA=Uk+1+Ek , belongs for
each t # R to L(H j(m&\+$), H j(m&\+$)) for j=0, 1, ..., k+1. Moreover we
have the estimate
&eitA&L(Hj(m&\+$), H j(m&\+$))C(1+|t| )M, (3.15)
where as before, the positive constants C=C(k), M=M(k), do not depend
on t # R.
A similar argument applied to the operator &A implies that for each
t # R the operator eitA also belongs to L(H&j(m&\+$), H&j(m&\+$)) for
j=0, 1, ..., k+1, and that the estimate (3.14) holds for | j |=0, 1, ..., k+1.
By interpolation we can conclude that given l # R the operator eitA belongs
to L(Hl, H l) and its norm satisfies an estimate similar to (3.15). Namely,
&eitA&L(Hl, Hl )C(1+|t| )M, (3.16)
with positive constants C=C(l ), M=M(l ) not depending on t # R.
Now, given l # R, let k # Z+ be such that the operator Rk+1(t) belongs
to L(H&j(m&\+$), H&j (m&\+$)). Moreover, given :, ; # Zn+, let P
:, Q; be
compositions of the commutator operators Pj and Qj , as defined in
Section 2.
We claim that given :, ; # Zn+ , l # R, the operator P
:Q;(eitA) satisfies the
estimate
&P:Q;(eitA)&L(Hl+$ |:|&\ |;|, Hl )C(1+|t| )M, (3.17)
with positive constants C=C(:, ;, l ), M=M(:, ;, l ), not depending on
t # R.
We will indicate now how to derive estimate (3.17). For instance, let us
consider the operator Pj (eitA). According to (3.8), we have
Uk+1(t)=eitA&Ek (t),
with Uk+1(t) given by (3.13).
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We observe that if k is large enough, for each t # R, the operator Uk+1(t)
maps continuously Hl+$ into itself, temperately in t. In fact, eitA satisfies
estimate (3.16) and the symbol of Rk+1(t) satisfies (3.10).
Now, applying the operator Pj to both sides of the equation
t Uk+1=iAUk+1&Rk+1
and noticing that the operators xj and t commute, we obtain
t Pj (Uk+1)=iAPj (Uk+1)+iPj (A)Uk+1&Pj (Rk+1).
Since Pj (Uk+1)(0)=0, we can write
Pj (Uk+1)(t)=|
t
0
ei(t&s)A[iPj (A)Uk+1&Pj (Rk+1)](s) ds.
Now, we claim that Pj (Uk+1) maps continuously H l+$ into Hl, tem-
perately in t. Indeed, according to the estimate (3.10) and the fact that the
symbol of the operator Pj (Rk+1) is xj rk+1(t, x, !), we deduce that
Pj (Rk+1) maps Hl+$ into Hl, temperately in t. Furthermore, since Uk+1
maps continuously Hl+$ into itself, temperately in t, and Pj (A) has order
$, we conclude that also Pj (A)U1 maps H l+$ into H l, temperately in t.
The proof of our claim is completed by using the estimate (3.16) on the
exponential operator ei(t&s)A.
On the other hand, for each t # R, the symbol of the operator Pj (Ek(t))
is xj [e
itam(1+ } } } +bk)], which implies, according to (3.9), that also this
operator maps Hl+$ continuously into Hl, temperately in t.
Thus, the estimate (3.17) holds for |:|=1, ;=0. This way of reasoning
can be carried out for any : and ;.
Then, we can conclude that the symbol of the pseudo-differential
operator eitA satisfies estimate (3.1). Indeed, it follows from (3.17) and
(2.3).
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Remark 3.6. As we will see in the next section, not (3.1), but the L2
based polynomial estimate (3.16), is the main ingredient in defining
functions of the pseudo-differential operators under consideration.
4. THE FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS
Given a self-adjoint pseudo-differential operator in L0\, $ , the fact that
the exponential eitA is a unitary operator on L2 for each t # R, implies that
the formula (1.1) defines an operator f (A) bounded on L2, for any function
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f # L1 with f # L1. Moreover, the map f  f (A) from C 0 (R) into
L(L2(Rn), L2(Rn)), is a distribution with compact support contained in a
neighborhood of the spectrum of A as a self-adjoint bounded operator on
L2 (cf. [14], [6]). Under quite more restrictive regularity conditions on f,
we will prove now that the Weyl formula (1.1) defines a pseudo-differential
operator in the appropriate class.
Proposition 4.1. Given 1<p<, let A be a pseudo-differential
operator in Lm\, $ , m&n(1&\) |(1p)&
1
2|, 0<\1, 0$<1, $\.
Assume that A is self-adjoint as a bounded operator on L2. Then, given a
function f # C, defined on a neighborhood of the spectrum of A, the
Bochner integral
f (A)=
1
- 2? |R e
itA f (t) dt
defines a pseudo-differential operator in L01, $+L
m
\$ .
Proof. Let us first observe that we can assume that f # C 0 . Then,
according to (3.2), we can write
- 2?f (A)= f (0) I+iA |
R
|
1
0
eistA ds f (t) dt
Thus, according to Proposition 2.5, it suffices to show that for some m # R,
0<\1, 0$<1, $\, 1<p<, we have
P:Q; _|R |
1
0
eistAf (t) ds dt& # L(H l&\ |;|+$ |:|p , H lp+
for all l # R, and all n-tuples :, ; # Zn+.
Since P:Q;[R 
1
0 e
istA ds f (t) dt]=R 
1
0 P
:Q;(eistA) f (t) ds dt, it is clear
that we can use (3.17) to conclude that given k|:|+|;|, the operator
B:, ;=P:Q; _|R |
1
0
eistA f (t) ds dt&
satisfies the estimate
&B:, ;&L(Hl+$ |:|&\ |;|, H l )C |
R
(1+|t| )M | f (t)| dt, (4.1)
with positive constants C=C(k, l ), M=M(k, l ), not depending on t # R.
The integral on the right hand side of (4.1) is finite, since the function
f # C 0 .
This completes the proof of the Proposition 4.1.
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We will now extend the functional calculus proved in Proposition 4.1 to
r-tuples of operators. As in the one dimensional case, given f (t)=
f (t1 , ..., tr) # C, and given A1 , ..., Ar , self-adjoint operators in Lm\, $ for
some 1<p<, m &n(1&\) |(1p)& 12 | , 0<\1, 0$<1, $\, the
map
f 
1
(2?)r2 |Rr e
i(t1 A1+ } } } +trAr) f (t) dt (4.2)
from C 0 (R
r) to L(L2(Rn), L2(Rn)), is a distribution with compact support
contained in the set 1kr [ |tk |&Ak&2, 2]. Thus, it can be extended
to C.
Now, given f # C , we can prove that (4.2) defines an operator in L0\, $ .
Indeed, we can assume that f has compact support and then we can
write (4.2) as
1
(2?)r2 \||t|1 ei(t1A1+ } } } +tr Ar) f (t) dt
+|
|t|1
ei |t| ((t1  |t| )A1+ } } } +(tr  |t| Ar)f (t) dt+ . (4.3)
It remains to observe that the symbol of the operator s1A1+ } } } +sr Ar
belongs to S m\, $ , uniformly on s=(s1 , ..., sr) # R
r when |s|1.
If the operators A1 , ..., Ar do not commute, one takes (4.2) as a defini-
tion of f (A1 , ..., Ar).
In the commutative case, it can be proved that (4.2) coincides with
P(A1 , ..., Ar) if P is a polynomial. Moreover f can be taken to be defined
on a neighborhood of the joint spectrum of A1 , ..., Ar . For more on this,
we refer to [1], [2].
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